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Abstract— Many applications require the affiliation of sentences (which includes text summarization, answering 
questions, producing natural language, analyzing natural language, and text clustering). The similarity of terms may 
be improved using the algorithm. Estimating the relationship among phrases at some point of the NLP data 
interpretation remains a notably critical problem. This paper suggests the concept of accomplice similar sentences. 
First, define the relations that could be used for text clustering. This could be identified by various algorithms like 
support vector machine, and other algorithms Secondly, terms are correlated and their similarities are recognized.  
Finally, similar sentences are clustered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Every day the information grows vastly. This has become a motivation for many researchers to expand the text 
processing system. The interpretation of the sentences is vital to retrieving relevant records from the textual 
content. subsequently, the knowledge of sentence relation is prominent within the NLP. 

II. DEFINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SENTENCES 

Consider two sentences S1 and S2.  
As per cross-document structure theory (CST), the sentences can be classified as 
1. Two sentences could be identical (Identity) and can have the same information. 

S1: India is a democratic country 
S2: India is a democratic country 

2. Both sentences could represent the same context in different way Paraphrase (Equivalence) 
S1: There are ten people in a queue. Alex Standing as the eighth person. 
S2: Alex stands as second from the last in a 10 person’s queue. 

3. The same context is explained (translated) in a different language. 
4. Both the sentences will share the same information, where either one of the sentences could be a 

“subsumption” of the other. It could provide additional information about the context. 
S1: School starts at 9 am 
S2: School starts at 9 am and the main gate will be closed after that. 

5. Either of the sentences could provide conflicting, contradictory information about the context  
S1: The bus “A” carried 30 passengers. 
S2: The bus “A” drowned with 30 passengers. 

6. The first sentence could provide a fact, evidence, historical background about any entity mentioned in the 
second sentence. 

S1: In the last 5 years, none of the students was able to clear the course X in their first attempt. 
S2: John cleared course X in his first attempt. 

7. One sentence explicitly cites the other one.  
S1: Last month a report stated that the machinery would be under maintenance today. 
S2: Today a circular came that the machines would be under maintenance. 

8. One sentence presents a qualified version (Modality) of another sentence. 
S1: Mr. X is reported to own several immovable assets. 
S2: Mr. X owns an estate at Darjeeling. 

9. One sentence could be the attributed version (Attribution) of another 
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10. One sentence could be the summarized version of the other 
S1: Mr. Smith visiting the Taj Mahal second time.  
S2: Just like today, Two weeks before Mr. Smith visited the Taj Mahal. 

11. The first sentence presents additional information, which has happened (follow-up) since the second 
sentence. 

S1: More than one hundred passengers are missing from the submerged flight. 
S2: So far, no casualties from the accident have been confirmed 

12. Both sentences could refer to the same context in a direct and indirect way. Either of the sentences 
indirectly quotes the same context which was directly quoted in the other sentence 

13. Both sentences could refer to the same context and the second sentence could elaborate or refine the 
details provided in the first sentence. 

S1: 50% of the students scored more than 70%, 30 % of the students scored more than 60%, 20% of the 
students were unable to clear the exam. 
S2: 80% of the students cleared the examination. 

14. One sentence asserts (fulfill) the occurrence of the event predicted in the other. 
S1: This Thursday, Prime minister will meet Governor and then he discusses about the welfare of the 
state. 
S2: This Thursday, Prime minister will meet Governor 

15. Either one of the sentences describes the entity mentioned in the other. 
S1: This Thursday, Prime minister will meet Governer and then he discusses about the welfare of the 
state. 
S2: This Thursday, Prime Minister will meet Governor 

16. Both the sentences represent the same context written for a different set of target readers (reader profile) 
S1: S, a sweet that has a lot of dry fruits, sugar, milk and milk solids.   
S2: This sweet S is made with milk solids. 

17. The same context could be explained from a different perspective 
S1: Mr. X was unhappy with the dressing style of Ms. Z 
S2: Mr. X praised Ms. Z for her beautiful client presentation. 

18. The sentences could have partially overlapping sentences. 
S1: The building Marina has ten beautiful luxury apartments. 
S2: The billionaire Richie Rich owns ten luxury apartments at Marina. 

19. No relationship Between the sentence  
S1: The sky is blue 
S2: Sun is red 

III. IDENTIFYING THE STRUCTURE OF THE SENTENCES 

A. Properties of the Sentences 

The type of information described in two text chunks is crucial to describe the type of relationships. The 
property of a sentence changes based on the entities (like a person, location, date, organization, time, money, 
percentage), number of conjunctions, length of the sentences, type of the speech. 

B. Named Entity Recognition (NER) 

Location: This entity often describes information such as the place where the event occurred. It could be a 
business, organization, natural location, or locale. For example Company location, Government sector, lake or 
mountain and so on. 
Date and Time entity: This entity often describes when the incident took place. It could be a calendar event 
(morning, evening), natural (summer, winter) 
Person: This entity describes the parties involved in the event. 

C. Number of Conjunctions 

Conjunctions play an important role in identifying the relationship between the sentences. There are around 
40 types of conjunctions. The number of conjunctions appearing between the two sentences is identified. If 
more conjunctions appear in a sentence pair then there could be a higher chance of similarity. So maximum 
weight should be given to this sentence. For example, if we represent it with a value between zero and one. Then 
Sentence pair with a higher number of conjunctions will be set to one else zero. 
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D. Length of Sentence 

Split the sentence by whitespace and form a collection of words. Number of words in a sentence denotes the 
length of the sentence. 

E. Type of Speech 

We determined the type of speech, whether the text span, S1 cites another sentence by detecting the 
occurrence of quotation marks to identify Citation or Indirect Speech which are the sub-category of Identity. 

 

IV. FINDING THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN SENTENCES 

 

A. Finding the cosine similarity, term frequency, and inverse document frequency 

Consider three sentences 
 
Sentence 1: Learning is an everlasting process 
Sentence 2: Life is a game of everlasting learning 
Sentence 3: Please do not stop learning 

 
The term frequency measures the number of times a word occurs in a sentence pair. 
In reality, sentences or documents could be of different sizes. On a large document or sentence, the frequency 

of the terms would be higher. There is a need for normalizing the sentences. To achieve the best result, stop 
words, special characters like $# are removed, words are lemmatized. Then tf is calculated. To 

Normalization: In the normalization process, term frequency is divided by the total number of terms in the 
document. For example, Sentence 1 has five words or terms and the term learning appears once. Hence, the 
normalized term frequency is 1/5  
 

The main purpose of using Inverse document frequency is to find out the relevant documents matching the 
given term. 

All terms in the sentence are considered as equally important. 
IDF of a term is equal to the log base e (total number of sentences or document/number of sentence or 

document with a given term in it) plus one. 
 
IDF (Learning) = 1+ loge (3/3) =1 
TF*IDF is equal to 1/5 
TF and IDF for other terms are calculated. 
 
The cosine similarity metrics measures the correlation between two sentences. This helps to identify the 

similarity between words, verbs, adjectives, nouns, and bigrams.  
 

Different word sequences provide a different meaning. The ordering of the word determines the semantic 
meaning in the sentence. Thus, there is a need for bigram similarity. This is used to identify the semantic 
meaning of the sentences.  
 

B. Overlap Ratio of Words between the First Sentence and the Second Sentence and Vice Versa 

The overlap ratio helps to identify whether words in the second sentence also appear in the first sentence. 
 
Algorithm: 

1. Number of words in sentences are identified (WS1, WS2) 
2. Calculate the number of common words in two sentences (CoWs) 
3. Identify the overlapping word ratio (OWRS) by 

OWRS1 = (CoWs*2)/WS1 
OWRS2 = (CoWs*2)/WS2 

 
OWRS ranges from zero to one where the former represents the least overlapping and latter represents higher 

overlapping. 
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This calculation determines how much the sentence matches with each other. This helps us to identify the 
citations, indirect speech, subsumption. 

C. The longest matching word sequence against the first sentence 

Identifying the longest matching word sequence will benefit the identification of overlapping sentences or 
subsumption. 
 
Algorithm: 

1. Number of words in the sentence are identified and it is represented as WS1 and WS2 
2. List of matching word sequence (MWS) from the sentences is identified. 
3. Longest Matching Word Sequence (LMWS) is identified and its length is identified (LLMWS) For 

example, if two sentences have 15 words each and if they have 8 recurring consecutive word pattern 
then the longest word occurrence would be 8 

4. Longest common word sequence ration is identified by the formulae 
LCWS1 = (LLMWS ) / (WS1) 
LCWS2 = (LLMWS ) / (WS2) 

D. The Grammatical Relationship between the Words in the Paragraphs. 

The grammatical relationship between the words provides information about the context of the sentences. 
This approach helps to identify the change of perspective, descriptive sentence pair. To achieve this, algorithms 
like SVM are used. 
 
Algorithm: 

1. Number of subjects in First Sentence(NSS1) and Second Sentence(NSS2) are identified 
2. Number of common subjects are identified (NCS) 
3. Number of Objects in the first sentence(NOS1) and the second sentence(NOS2) are identified 
4. Number of common objects(NCO) are identified 
5. Subject Rate(SR) is calculated using the formulae 

SR1 = NCS/NSS1 
SR2 = NCS/NSS2 

6. Object Rate (OR) are Identified by the formulae 
OR1 = NCO/NOS1 
OR2 = NCO/NOS2 

7. Number of Noun in a sentence (NNS1 and NNS2) are identified 
8. Descriptive sentence ration(DSR) is calculated using the formulae 

DSR1= (NCS*NNS1)/NSS1 
DSR2= (NCS*NNS2)/NSS2 
 

CONCLUSION 

Many applications require the affiliation of sentences (which includes text summarization, answering 
questions, producing natural language, analyzing natural language, and text clustering). Estimating the 
relationship among phrases at some point of the NLP data interpretation remains a notably critical problem.. 
This paper suggested the concept of accomplice similar sentences. This paper suggested a way by finding the 
similarity of sentence may be improved by the suggested steps. Structure of the sentences like property of the 
sentence, the length of the sentence, number of conjunctions, part of speech, and NER types was identified. 
Semantic relationship of the sentence was identified by finding the cosine similarity, term 
frequency,grammatical relations based on these criteria the similar sentence from a text chunk is clustered. 

FUTURE OF WORK 

This research is in prototype phase. Suitable algorithm to detect the grammatical relationship between the 
sentences need to be identified.  
Lightweight question identification framework, and word net need to be added to improve the context based text 
clustering.   
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